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IDS is proud to announce the appointment of PT Geoservices as its exclusive representative for the
Indonesian market for its range of reporting and analytic products and services.
IDS Director, Douwe Franssens, firmly believes that this is a good time for IDS to explore and develop the
Indonesian market; “As resources become more scarce, the need for performance related operational
reporting capabilities and associated analytics will enable operators, service companies and rig
contractors to compete in the local and international markets where continuous performance is
essential”.
PT Geoservices Director, Peter Pramana, stated “IDS with its Anova Analytics, is the best application for
our Indonesia clients as it allows them to analyse their data and make better decisions for their next
drilling program. With this downturn, drilling performance and efficiency have become increasingly
important and are now the primary objectives for most. An increasing number of operators are turning
to the IDS solution to help them achieve these objectives.”
About IDS
IDS has been providing web-delivered operational reporting solutions to the upstream oil and gas
industry for over twenty years. Drilling contractors, operators, and service companies utilise the data
management capabilities to obtain crucial insight into their company’s operational performance through
pre-configured dashboards and advanced benchmarking visualisations. Utilising the skills of industryexperienced engineers in conjunction with advanced IT proficiencies, IDS continues to be at the very
forefront as an operational reporting and data analysis provider. As a strong advocate of data
integration, IDS’s web-delivered solutions minimise data entry while maximising data integrity, enabling
companies to increase operational efficiencies.
For more information, contact IDS at sales@idsdatanet.com
About PT Geoservices
Founded in 1971 to offer services to the mining industry, PT Geoservices (Ltd) evolved into a fully
integrated exploration services company. Employing more than 600 people, some of which are expert in
specialized fields from several foreign countries, the company is offering in mapping surveys, geology,
geophysics, downhole measurements, borehole drilling, laboratories analysis, and cargo superintending
for quantity and quality. PT GEOSERVICES is a limited company and 100% owned by Indonesian citizens,
Durban L. Ardjo and H.L. Ong. They remain actively involved in its management. PT Geoservices has a
solid base of expertise covering all aspects of the exploration and development of Indonesia’s oil, gas,
coal, mineral, and geothermal industries. Originally providing field sampling and chemical analysis for
the mineral industry, PT GEOSERVICES has diversified its services and broadened its client base.
For more information, please visit www.geoservices.co.id

